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Author’s response to reviews:

I’m sorry to say I am getting extremely frustrated by constantly being asked not to submit the footnotes of the paper in Roman numerals when I have done no such thing.

I pointed this out the last time I was asked to resubmit.

Please refer to the word document I have submitted - as you will see the numbers are Arabic, not Roman. As I asked before, I don’t know whether something in the process of conversion to pdf is causing this, but it is not in the original document, so there is not much I can do about it, so please stop sending me emails asking me to reformat and resubmit! Please do not ask me to resubmit again for this reason.

I don’t know what more I can do - I’ve rechecked and re-uploaded the same version of my paper, again, because I don’t know what else to do; the footnotes are not in Roman numerals.

I have cropped the figure to 0 in all margins as requested (though the "Paper size" tab mentioned in the instructions does not exist on my version of Word, only under the actual "Paper" tab, and there is nothing under here to "change the dimensions of the page (click the Paper size tab) to match that of the image", so doubtless you will ask me to resubmit for this again too!).

Chris Carroll